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shall be selected in accordance with
the provisions of 9904.411–50, and shall
be used in a manner which results in
systematic and rational costing of
issues of material to cost objectives.
The same costing method shall, within
the same business unit, be used for
similar categories of materials.

9904.411–50 Techniques for applica-
tion.

(a) Material cost shall be the acquisi-
tion cost of a category of material,
whether or not a material inventory
record is used. The purchase price of
material shall be adjusted by extra
charges incurred or discounts and cred-
its earned. Such adjustments shall be
charged or credited to the same cost
objective as the purchase price of the
material, except that where it is not
practical to do so, the contractor’s pol-
icy may provide for the consistent in-
clusion of such charges or credits in an
appropriate indirect cost pool.

(b) One of the following inventory
costing methods shall be used when
issuing material from a company-
owned inventory:

(1) The first-in, first-out (FIFO)
method.

(2) The moving average cost method.
(3) The weighted average cost meth-

od.
(4) The standard cost method.
(5) The last-in, first-out (LIFO) meth-

od.
(c) The method of computation used

for any inventory costing method se-
lected pursuant to the provisions of
this Standard shall be consistently fol-
lowed.

(d) Where the excess of the ending in-
ventory over the beginning inventory
of material of the type described in
9904.411–40(c) is estimated to be signifi-
cant in relation to the total cost in-
cluded in the indirect cost pool, the
cost of such unconsumed material shall
be established as an asset at the end of
the period by reducing the indirect cost
pool by a corresponding amount.

9904.411–60 Illustrations.
(a) Contractor ‘‘A’’ has one contract

which requires two custom-ordered,
high-value, airborne cameras. The con-
tractor’s established policy is to order
such special items specifically identi-

fied to a contract as the need arises
and to charge them directly to the con-
tract. Another contract is received
which requires three more of these
cameras, which the contractor pur-
chases at a unit cost which differs from
the unit cost of the first two cameras
ordered. When the purchase orders
were placed, the contractor identified
the specific contracts on which the
cameras being purchased were to be
used. Although these cameras are iden-
tical, the actual cost of each camera is
charged to the contract for which it
was acquired without establishing a
material inventory record. This prac-
tice would not be a violation of this
Standard.

(b)(1) A Government contract re-
quires use of electronic tubes identified
as ‘‘W.’’ The contractor expects to re-
ceive other contracts requiring the use
of tubes of the same type. In accord-
ance with its written policy, the con-
tractor establishes a material inven-
tory record for electronic tube ‘‘W,’’
and allocates the cost of units issued to
the existing Government contract by
the FIFO method. Such a practice
would conform to the requirements of
this Standard.

(2) The contractor is awarded several
additional contracts which require an
electronic tube which the contractor
concludes is similar to the one de-
scribed in paragraph (b)(1) of this sub-
section and which is identified as ‘‘Y.’’
At the time a purchase order for these
tubes is written, the contractor cannot
identify the specific number of tubes to
be used on each contract. Con-
sequently, the contractor establishes
an inventory record for these tubes and
allocates their cost to the contracts on
an average cost method. Because a
FIFO method is used for a similar cat-
egory of material within the same busi-
ness unit, the use of an average cost
method for ‘‘Y’’ would be a violation of
this Standard.

(c) A contractor complies with the
Cost Accounting Standard on standard
costs (9904.407), and he uses a standard
cost method for allocating the costs of
essentially all categories of material.
Also, it is the contractor’s established
practice to charge the cost of pur-
chased parts which are incorporated in
his end products, and which are not a
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significant element of production cost
to an indirect cost pool. Such practices
conform to this Standard.

(d) A contractor has one established
inventory for type ‘‘R’’ transformers.
The contractor allocates by the LIFO
method the current costs of the indi-
vidual units issued to Government con-
tracts. Such a practice would conform
to the requirements of this Standard.

(e) A contractor has established in-
ventories for various categories of ma-
terial which are used on Government
contracts. During the year the con-
tractor allocates the costs of the units
of the various categories of material
issued to contracts by the moving aver-
age cost method. The contractor uses
the LIFO method for tax and financial
reporting purposes and, at year end,
applies a pooled LIFO inventory ad-
justment for all categories of material
to Government contracts. This applica-
tion of pooled costs to Government
contracts would be a violation of this
Standard because the lump sum adjust-
ment to all of the various categories of
material is, in effect, a noncurrent re-
pricing of the material issues.

9904.411–61 Interpretation. [Reserved]

9904.411–62 Exemption.
None for this Standard.

9904.411–63 Effective date.
This Standard is effective as of April

17, 1992. Contracts with prior CAS-cov-
ered contract with full coverage shall
continue this Standard’s applicability
upon receipt of a contract to which
this Standard is applicable. For con-
tractors with no previous contracts
subject to this Standard, this Standard
shall be applied beginning with the
contractor’s next full fiscal year begin-
ning after the receipt of a contract to
which this Standard is applicable.

9904.412 Cost accounting standard for
composition and measurement of
pension cost.

9904.412–10 [Reserved]

9904.412–20 Purpose.
The purpose of this Standard is to

provide guidance for determining and
measuring the components of pension
cost. The Standard establishes the

basis on which pension costs shall be
assigned to cost accounting periods.
The provisions of this Cost Accounting
Standard should enhance uniformity
and consistency in accounting for pen-
sion costs and thereby increase the
probability that those costs are prop-
erly allocated to cost objectives.

9904.412–30 Definitions.
(a) The following are definitions of

terms which are prominent in this
Standard. Other terms defined else-
where in this chapter 99 shall have the
meanings ascribed to them in those
definitions unless paragraph (b) of this
subsection requires otherwise.

(1) Accrued benefit cost method means
an actuarial cost method under which
units of benefits are assigned to each
cost accounting period and are valued
as they accrue; that is, based on the
services performed by each employee in
the period involved. The measure of
normal cost under this method for each
cost accounting period is the present
value of the units of benefit deemed to
be credited to employees for service in
that period. The measure of the actu-
arial accrued liability at a plan’s in-
ception date is the present value of the
units of benefit credited to employees
for service prior to that date. (This
method is also known as the Unit Cred-
it cost method without salary projec-
tion.)

(2) Actuarial accrued liability means
pension cost attributable, under the ac-
tuarial cost method in use, to years
prior to the current period considered
by a particular actuarial valuation. As
of such date, the actuarial accrued li-
ability represents the excess of the
present value of future benefits and ad-
ministrative expenses over the present
value of future normal costs for all
plan participants and beneficiaries.
The excess of the actuarial accrued li-
ability over the actuarial value of the
assets of a pension plan is the Un-
funded Actuarial Liability. The excess
of the actuarial value of the assets of a
pension plan over the actuarial accrued
liability is an actuarial surplus and is
treated as a negative unfunded actu-
arial liability.

(3) Actuarial assumption means an es-
timate of future conditions affecting
pension cost; for example, mortality
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